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AB STRACT

A new U-Pb zircon SHRIMP age of 1284 Ma from the Kanigiri granite, India, is reported to help constrain the middle
to late Mesoproterozoic tectonic evolution of the Nellore schist belt (NSB). The Kanigiri granite has whole-rock chemi-
cal characteristics of A-type granites and is marked by light rare earth element enrichment, a strong negative Eu anomaly,
and negative Ba, Sr, P, Ti, and Yb anomalies, indicating feldspar, apatite, and ilmenite/magnetite fractionation. Samples
show Y/Nb versus Yb/Ta ratios in the range for granites associated with ocean island basalts. This two-mica granite is
peraluminous and alkali-calcic to calc-alkalic, and it has high annite to phlogopite proportions (92%–98%). Strong align-
ment of flattened mafic microgranular enclaves in the granite, together with relatively high- to moderate-temperature
crystal plastic deformation fabric in shear zones within the granite, suggest overprinting of subsolidus deformation over a
relictmagmatic fabric, a feature not very common in true anorogenic granites but reported in late- to postorogenic granites
elsewhere.An intrusive relationshipwith the 1334MaKanigiri ophioliticmélange,within theNSB, indicates that there is a
≤50 m.yr. gap between the Mesoproterozoic subduction-accretion, represented by the ophiolite mélange and late- to post-
orogenic granite emplacement. Although the Kanigiri granite occurs in close proximity tomafic and felsic alkaline plutons
belonging to the 1250–1400Ma Prakasam alkaline province (PAkP) in the northern NSB and there is overlap in age, the A-
type granitic magma source is apparently unrelated to PAkP alkaline magmatism. Our work further substantiates the ob-
servation that A-type granites originate in varied tectonic settings, not necessarily only in a rift-related (intraplate) setting.

Online enhancements: appendix, supplemental tables.

Introduction

Granitic rocks show huge diversity in their miner-
alogy, geochemistry, and structural features because
of (1) the wide variation in sources and magmatic
processes, (2) emplacement at different crustal levels
and under different tectonic settings and geodynamic
conditions, and (3) subsequent tectonic evolutionary
history (e.g., Barbarian 1999). While the more com-
mon I-, M-, and S-type granites have been defined on
thebasis of their interpreted protoliths (igneous,man-
tle, andsedimentary, respectively;ChappelandWhite
1974; White 1979), A-type granitoids have been pro-
posed to be anorogenic or anhydrous (Loiselle and
Wones 1979), emphasizing their tectonic setting as

well as source magmas with limited H2O. Since sim-
ilar granitic composition can result frompartialmelt-
ing of a variety of sources, some authors prefer a clas-
sification scheme based on geochemistry alone (e.g.,
Frost et al. 2001). Chemically, the A-type granites are
characterized by their relatively high alkali content
(at SiO2 p 70%; Na2O1 K2Op 7%–11%), low CaO
content (CaO ! 1.8%), FeOT/MgO ratios of 8–80 (at
SiO2 p 70%), and often elevated halogen content,
particularly F (Fp 0.05%–1.7%; Eby 1990). They can
be emplaced in rift (within plate) or late- to postcol-
lisional settings (Eby 1992). In Precambrian terrains
with multiple orogenic imprints, the recognition of
apparent A-type granites and the understanding of
the origin and tectonic setting is inherently more
complex because of postemplacement modification
due to deformation and metamorphic/metasomatic
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changes.Arelatedissueishowtodistinguishbetween
postcollisional plutonswith reference to a knownoro-
genic event and truly continental rift–related felsic
plutons formed after complete cessation of orogenic
activity in a polydeformed and polymetamorphosed
terrain.

In southern India, A-type granites, reported from
the central part of the late Archean–Proterozoic Nel-
lore schist belt (NSB), are often groupedwith spatially
related mafic to felsic alkaline plutons constituting
theso-calledPrakasamalkalineprovince(PAkP;fig.1;
Leelanandam 1989; Ratnakar and Leelanandam 1989).
On the basis of supposed connections between rift-
ing and alkaline magmatism and reported deforma-
tion in some of the PAkP plutons, a case has been
made for lithospheric extension, ocean opening, and
subsequent closure affecting the eastern margin of
the Dharwar craton, India (Leelanandam et al. 2006).
While the available dates indicate that themainPAkP
plutons, like Elchuru, Purimetla, and Uppalapadu,
were formed during the interval 1250–1400Ma (Upa-
dhyaya2008), therearespatiallyclosegraniticplutons
like the Kanigiri granite that are not strictly alkaline
(e.g., Sesha Sai 2013), and their emplacement ages are
to date notwell constrained (cf. Gupta et al. 1984).

The NSB is known to be a heterogeneous ensem-
ble consisting of four distinct tectonostratigraphic
units with distinct geochemical attributes that were
episodically accreted to the Dharwar craton margin
over a prolonged period of time since theNeoarchean
(Ravikant 2010; Saha et al. 2015). Two small ophio-
litic domains—namely, the ca. 1900MaKandra ophio-
lite complex (KOC) and the ca. 1334 Ma Kanigiri
ophioliticmélange (KOM)—occurring within theNSB
also indicate repeated subduction-related tectonic
convergence along the eastern margin of Protero-
zoic southern India (Saha 2004, 2011; Vijaya Kumar
et al. 2010; Dharma Rao et al. 2011; Saha et al. 2015).
Dharma Rao and Reddy (2007) described the geo-
chemistry of the Kanigiri granite, but there is very
little documentation of contact relations with the
surrounding rocks of the NSB, including the nearby
ophiolitic mélange (KOM), the internal fabric of the
pluton, or deformation microstructures and their re-
lationship with the regional deformation phases. We
revisit the Kanigiri granite intrusion with emphasis
on field relations with the country rocks of the NSB,
internal fabric, petrographic variation, and deforma-
tion microstructures, which are important in under-
standing the emplacement of the pluton and subse-
quent tectonic history. In addition, we provide here a
new zirconU-Pb SHRIMPage for theKanigiri pluton.
A review of the geochemistry of the Kanigiri pluton
based on the published data and data newly obtained
during the course of the present work is also presented

to help constrain the tectonic setting in the context
of Mesoproterozoic subduction-related ophiolite em-
placement in the belt and subsequent tectonic hia-
tus and rejuvenation.

Geological Framework

The north-south-elongated NSB, an arcuate belt
roughly parallel to the southeastern coast of India,
is bounded by the Proterozoic Nallamalai fold belt
(NFB) to the west and the Eastern Ghats granulite
belt (EGB) to the east (fig. 1). Constituent tectono-
stratigraphic units within the NSB show ages rang-
ing broadly between 3.0 and 0.8 Ga (Ghosh et al.
1994; Ravikant 2010). Geologically and geochemi-
cally distinct metamorphosed volcano-sedimentary
successions—namely, theUpperUdaygiriGroup (west-
ern domain) and the Lower Vinjamuru Group (east-
ern domain)—constitute the bulk of the belt (Ramam
and Murty 1997; Dobmeier and Raith 2003; Saha
et al. 2015). TheUdaygiri Group consists dominantly
of metasedimentary rocks with minor intercalations
of amygdaloidal/vesicular metabasalt in the lower
part. The metasedimentary succession includes feld-
spathic grits, tuffaceous mudstones, and slates and
cross-bedded quartzites, metamorphosed under low
greenschist facies condition (Das et al. 2015; Saha
et al. 2015).

The VinjamuruGroup in turn consists ofmassive
to amygdaloidal metabasalt intercalated with very
thin felsic metatuff horizons, thin quartzite lenses
(locally ferruginous), and garnet-staurolite-kyanite-
bearing pelitic schists. The rocks underwent amphib-
olite facies metamorphism (Moeen 1998) with local
migmatizationmanifest by intercalatedmafic schists
and migmatitic gneisses. Late pegmatite veins and
stocks also cut across the Vinjamuru Group rocks.

Among the ophiolite remnants, the 1900Ma KOC
occurs in the southern part of the NSB, with imbri-
cate thrust slices documented around Kandra and Gur-
ramkonda hosting hornblende metagabbros, thick
massive to pillowed metabasalts, sheeted metadoler-
ite dikes, and thin metapelite andmetapsammite ho-
rizons intercalated with metabasalt (Sesha Sai 2009;
Vijaya Kumar et al. 2010; Saha 2011). On the basis of
detailed geochemistry and a lithological association
similar to that of deformed remnants of ocean plate
stratigraphy, the KOC is interpreted as an oceanic
backarc subtype of subduction-related ophiolite (Saha
2011; Saha et al. 2015). The 1334Ma KOM occurs in
the northern part of the NSB and forms a narrow and
steeply oriented north-south belt between Podile and
Kanigiri, straddling the Vinjamuru and Udaygiri do-
mains (fig. 2; Dharma Rao et al. 2011). The KOMhas
a heterogeneous assemblage of metabasalts, mafic to
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felsicmetatuffs, agglomerates, andminormetapsam-
mite units, with discontinuous patches of interstrat-
ified metacherts and impure marble, and meter- to
decameter-sized metagabbro and meta-anorthosite

blocks, indicative of a tectonic mélange (Saha et al.
2015). The Kanigiri granite pluton intrudes the KOM,
as evidenced by common granitic veins cutting KOM
strata near the contact or by the presence of meta-

Figure 1. Geological map of the Nellore schist belt and location of the study area, after Srinivasan and Roop Kumar
(1995) and Sesha Sai (2013). The extent of the Prakasam alkaline province (PAkP) is shown by the dashed line. A color
version of this figure is available online.
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sedimentary and mafic enclaves within the granite
intrusion.

A number of alkaline complexes occur in the north-
ern part of the NSB, to the west of the boundary be-
tween the VinjamuruGroup and the EGGB, and have
commonly been described as the PAkP (Leelanan-
dam 1989). The designated PAkP tract includes al-
kaline mafic (gabbro-anorthosite) and felsic (syenite,
alkali granite) plutons as well as some granitic bod-
ies. Some of the plutons, such as the Elchuru sye-
nite, areemplacedwithin theVinjamuruGrouprocks
(Leelanandam1989;Ratnakar andVijayKumar 1995;
Krishna Reddy et al. 1998). Other, nearby felsic plu-
tons, like those at Podile and Kanigiri, directly in-
trude the KOM rocks located near the contact be-
tween the Vinjamuru and Udaygiri domains (fig. 1).
The PAkP plutons have been interpreted as Meso-
proterozoic rift-related magmatic products, and the
deformation recorded in these plutons has been as-
cribed to later crustal convergence (e.g., Leelanandam
et al. 2006). More recent zircon U-Pb dating yielded

a more restricted range of emplacement ages brack-
eted between 1480 and 1262Ma (Upadhyay 2008).

The Proterozoic felsic magmatism and older de-
formation in the Vinjamuru domain are constrained
by the age of the intrusive Vinukonda granite occur-
ring in the northern NSB (fig. 1). The Vinukonda
granite yielded upper-intercept U-Pb zircon ages
of 1588 5 7 and 1589 5 6 Ma, interpreted to date
magma emplacement (Dobmeier et al. 2006) and
regional D2 deformation (Saha et al. 2010). Upadhyay
et al. (2006) obtained a U-Pb zircon age of 1321 5
17 Ma for the Elchuru complex, belonging to the
PAkP. Although the Kanigiri granite occurs in the
southern part of the PAkP, the emplacement age of
the Kanigiri granite is yet to be ascertained.

The Kanigiri granitic pluton cuts across the KOM
and is described as A-type granite by Dharma Rao
and Reddy (2007). Comparing the geochemistry of
the Kanigiri granite and the Podile alkali granite/
syenite body, Sesha Sai (2013) commented that the
low Na2O/K2O ratio (0.69–0.77), the absence of am-

Figure 2. Geological map of the Kanigiri granite and surrounding area with structural data. Stars indicate sample
locations. A color version of this figure is available online.
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phibole, the presence of muscovite, and the rela-
tively high A/CNK ratio (1.28–1.31) in the Kani-
giri granite are indicative of a sedimentary source,
whereas the bulk chemistry of the Podile alkaline
granite/syenite indicates an igneous origin. In terms
of tectonic setting, the overall geochemical charac-
teristics of the granites emplaced in the NSB have
been interpreted in terms of a late-orogenic to anoro-
genic nature, although the geochemical discrimina-
tion plots are not always unambiguous (Sesha Sai
2013).

Regional Deformation

The EGB represents the main focus of regional high-
grade metamorphism and deformation along the
southeastern margins of the Dharwar and Bastar
cratons in India (fig. 1). The NSB, occurring to the
west of the southern EGB along a tectonic contact,
is a polymetamorphosed and polydeformed terrain
with amalgamation of different tectonostratigraphic
units over a prolonged period of time in the Prote-
rozoic (Saha et al. 2015). The NSB, in turn, is thrust
over the NFB, representing the eastern margin of
the Proterozoic Cuddapah basin, along the Velli-
konda thrust front (Venkatakrishnan and Dottiwala
1987). The northern EGB recorded several tectono-
thermal events, as evidenced by Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd, and
SHRIMP ageswith clusters around 1600–1500, 1000–
900, and 600–500 Ma (e.g., Shaw et al. 1997; Rick-
ers et al. 2001; Simmat and Raith 2008). Only the
Paleoproterozoic events are reported from the south-
ern EGB (Ongole domain) bordering theNSB (Hender-
son et al. 2014). Repeated subduction-accretion along
the eastern Dharwar craton margin is also evidenced
by the ca. 1900 Ma KOC in the southern NSB and
the 1334 Ma KOM. Some authors have suggested
that arc-continent collision in the region contin-
ued until ca. 1000 Ma, during the final stages of the
amalgamation of the Columbia-derived fragments
within theNeoproterozoic supercontinent assembly
(Dharma Rao et al. 2011; Santosh 2012).
The structures in the contact zone between the

Udaygiri and Vinjamuru domains in the NSB have
been interpreted in terms of oblique transpression
partitioned into a west-directed thrust and a sinis-
tral strike-slip component (Saha et al. 2011). In the
Vinjamuru-Udaygiri sector, three phases of defor-
mation have been recognized (Saha 2004). In the
adjoining northern NFB, one can recognize three
distinct phases of deformation (D1, D2, and D3;
Saha 2002; Tripathy and Saha 2010). The exact date
of the D1 deformation in the region, as reflected in
the early folds within the NSB and NFB as well as
ductile thrusting, is still uncertain. But age constraints

on the amalgamation of the Kandra ophiolite belt
within the NSB at 1900 Ma suggest that D1 cannot
be older than this date. This is supported by a re-
cent CHIME age from xenotime from within the
Udaygiri Group of 1929 5 130 Ma (Das et al. 2015),
constraining the upper (older) limit of deformation/
metamorphism in the NSB. D2 deformation in the
NFB—and possibly also in the NSB—occurred by
1590 Ma (Saha 2002; Dobmeier et al. 2006; Saha
et al. 2010), as indicated by the ages of Vinukonda
granite occurring at the western margin of the NSB
and those of the syn- to late-tectonic Vellaturu gran-
ite that intrudes the NFB. The D3 deformation ap-
pears to be much younger, possibly related to Pan-
African tectonothermal rejuvenation in the EGB and
adjoining belts, including thrusting of the NFB over
the Kurnool Group rocks farther west (Dobmeier
and Raith 2003; Saha and Chakraborty 2003; Chakra-
borti and Saha 2008).

Kanigiri Granite, Contact Relations,
and Internal Structures

The Kanigiri pluton, which has a northeast-south-
west-elongated subelliptical outline, crops out north
of the town of Kanigiri, covering an area of about
16 km2 (fig. 2). It is a leucocratic, coarse-grained gran-
ite, showing an intrusive relationship with slates,
phyllites,andquartzitesoftheUdaygiriGroup(fig.3A).
Apart from common mafic microgranular enclaves
(MMEs), large (15 m# 4 m) enclaves of phyllite with
refolded folds are present within the Kanigiri gran-
ite, particularly in the central part, indicating em-
placement of the granite after at least two phases
of folding and tectonic foliation development in the
Udaygiri Group (fig. 3B, 3C). Such enclaves contain
pegmatite veins cutting across phyllitic foliation and
interfoliar bands, with very coarse feldspar indicat-
ing the contact metamorphic/metasomatic effect
of the intrusive Kanigiri granite. Late brittle-ductile
shear bands cut across the veins and metasomatized
bands in the enclaves and postdate granite emplace-
ment. An intrusive relation with the KOM meta-
chert and metabasalt is also observed along the north-
western boundary of the Kanigiri granite.

Mesoscopic Structures. Granite phases within the
Kanigiri pluton are generallymassive in appearance,
with local relict magmatic foliation. MMEs are com-
mon in Kanigiri granite. In the western part of the
main body, two distinct types ofMMEs are observed:
(a) biotite-rich, well-foliated, angular to subrounded,
centimeter- tometer-sizedMMEs (fig. 4A) and (b)more
rounded, isolated, centimeter- to decimeter-sized me-
socratic enclaves, sometimes with lobate and frayed
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margins, diffuse reaction rims, and less pronounced
internal fabric (fig. 4B).

A relict magmatic foliation in the Kanigiri plu-
ton is defined by alignment of subhedral feldspar
grains and biotite clots that commonly follow the
long axis of microgranular enclaves (fig. 4C) and has
a predominant northeast-southwest strike with lo-
cal variations in attitude (fig. 5). Flow bands, defined
by variation in grain size, color, and relative abun-
dance of biotite, are also common within the gran-
ite body. Sometimes these bandswrap aroundMMEs
(fig. 4A), indicating magmatic to submagmatic flow.

A protomylonitic tomylonitic foliation (S-L to S1L
type) is more common in the peripheral part of the
Kanigiri granite and in some isolated shear zones
and is marked by strong biotite alignment, stretched
quartz, and feldspar grains (fig. 4D) as well as dynamic
recrystallization in quartz. In the northeastern pe-
ripheral part of the pluton, a mylonitic foliation, de-
fined by the alignment of partly to completely re-
crystallized biotite grains, ribbons of recrystallized
quartz, and feldspar grains, dips steeply toward the
southeast, and stretching lineation shows variable

plunge toward the south-southeast (fig. 5). In the
southwestern part of the main pluton, the mylonitic
foliation dips steeply toward the northwest. Local
north-south-trending shear zones show a westerly
dipping mylonitic foliation with S-C fabric (fig. 4E). In
the central part of the Kanigiri pluton, the subellip-
tical MMEs show strong alignment of long axeswithin
the weakly foliated host granite (fig. 4F). Late-stage
microgranitic veins are common across the pluton
and show sharp contacts with the host granite.

Late shear bands are associated with reduction in
grain size, anastomosing foliation with stretched
quartz and aligned muscovite and biotite, offset of
microgranitic veins and enclaves, and local develop-
ment of slickensides. The mutual cross-cutting rela-
tion of different sets of shear bands indicates that they
are broadly contemporaneous.

Petrography and Microstructures

The dominant petrographic type within the Kanigiri
pluton is a coarse-grained, massive to porphyritic gran-

Figure 3. Field photographs showing the intrusive nature of the Kanigiri granite. A, Granitic apophyses in quartzites
of the Udaygiri Group. B, Large phyllitic enclave in the central part of the Kanigiri granite (field sketch). C, Steeply
plunging tight folds in quartz-rich layers in the enclave. A color version of this figure is available online.
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Figure 4. Maficmicrogranular enclaves (MMEs) andmesoscopic fabric, Kanigiri granite.A, Boudinage trainwith angular
MMEs. Note the flow bands subparallel with the boudinage train and swerving around boudin corners. B, Subrounded
MMEwith frayedmargin.C, Magmatic foliation defined by alignment of subhedral feldspar crystals.D, Granitemylonite
with stretching lineation (L-S).E, S-C fabric in granitemylonite. F, Flattened and alignedMMEs in outcrop.A color version
of this figure is available online.
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ite with quartz, alkali feldspar (perthite, microcline
microperthite), plagioclase, biotite, and muscovite.
Accessoryminerals include sphene, epidote, apatite,
fluorite, zircon, rutile, and ilmenite. Secondary mus-
covite and epidote occur as alteration products of
feldspar. Biotite is locally altered to chlorite. On the
basis of modal composition, the Kanigiri granite is
classified as two-mica granite. The mineral compo-
sition of themicrogranular enclaves is similar to that
of the host granite, except for a higher abundance of
biotite.

The mineral chemistry of the samples from the
Kanigiri granite was determined at the Electron
ProbeMicroanalyser Laboratory, Geological Survey
of India, Kolkata. Plagioclase grains are of albitic
composition (Ab97–99). Biotites are generally Fe rich,
and the composition approaches that of pure annite,
with Fe/(Fe1Mg) ratio varying from 0.97 to 0.99 in
the host granite, whereas in the microgranular en-
claves the ratio varies from 0.70 to 0.81.

Microstructure. The Kanigiri granite has two dis-
tinctive appearances in outcrops controlled respec-
tively by weaker solid-state deformation, allowing
preservation of relict magmatic foliation and strong
mylonitization in shear zones. In the weakly de-
formed domains, the granite is coarse to very coarse

grained, with common porphyroclasts of quartz and
feldspar and trails of coarse biotite and muscovite
wrapping around the porphyroclasts. Quartz porphy-
roclasts show common undulose extinction, subgrain
structure, and peripheral recrystallization, with small
recrystallized grainsmakingup to30%of the volume
proportion of quartz. Some quartz porphyroclasts
show a chessboard subgrain pattern, while others
show prismatic subgrain boundaries (fig. 6A, 6B).
Subgrain rotation recrystallization and bulging re-
crystallization is also common. Brittle microfrac-
tures (microboudinage) are common in perthite and
microcline-microperthite grains, with open fractures
filled up by recrystallized quartz and mica grains
(fig. 6C). Subhedral plagioclase grains show parallel-
sided growth twins as well as tapering deformation
twins or bent and kinked twin lamellae (fig. 6D).
Muscovite and biotite grains are commonly kinked.
Feldspar porphyroclasts are boudinaged, with some
showing j-structures and partial recrystallization. In
strongly mylonitized domains, oblique grain-shape
fabric is defined by alignment of recrystallized and
slightly elongated quartz grains (Sob) and concentra-
tion of small mica flakes along the mylonitic folia-
tion (Sm; fig. 6E). Within the shear zones with strong
mylonitic foliation, dynamic recrystallization leads to
grain-size reduction, with small recrystallized quartz
grains (size up to 200 mm) arranged in ribbons and
small mica grains making up ≥50% of the aggregate
volume (fig. 6F).

An estimate of the magmatic crystallization tem-
perature of the Kanigiri granite is obtained by con-
sidering the concentration of Zr in the bulk-rock
samples determined using zircon saturation geother-
mometry (Watson and Harrison 1983). The crystalli-
zation temperatures for the analyzed Kanigiri sam-
ples are in the range7507–9007C for the peraluminous
granite (see alsoDharmaRao andReddy2007;fig.A1;
figs. A1, A2 are available online). The subsolidus de-
formation of the Kanigiri granite likely occurred be-
low this temperature maximum. The presence of
chessboard subgrain structure inquartz indicates sub-
solidus deformation beginning at least around 5507C
(Kruhl 1996) in the Kanigiri granite samples with rel-
ict magmatic fabric. Prism parallel subgrain bound-
aries in quartz indicate activation of basal slip, while
deformation twins in plagioclase and partial recrys-
tallization in perthite and microcline attest to solid-
statedeformationof the granite at temperatures 5507–
4507C (Hirth andTullis 1992; Stipp et al. 2002).While
subgrainrotationrecrystallizationiscommon,bulging
recrystallization in quartz indicates either that dy-
namic recrystallization continued through still lower
temperatures (ca. 4007–3507C) or that a later phase of

Figure 5. Structuralorientations inKanigirigranite, lower
hemisphere equal area projection. Shown are poles tomag-
matic foliation (open circles), mylonitic foliation (solid
squares), and stretching lineation (plus signs).
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Figure 6. Deformationmicrostructures, Kanigiri granite.A, Chessboard subgrain pattern in quartz, massive to weakly
foliated granite. B, Marginal recrystallization (arrow) in quartz with undulose core or prismatic subgrain boundary.
C, Microfracture in perthite with fracture infill of small quartz grains. D, Deformation twins and kinks in plagioclase.
E, Oblique quartz grain shape fabric (Sob) in granite mylonite; note the concentration of biotite flakes along mylonitic
foliation (Sm). F, Recrystallized quartz and feldspar in granitemylonite, defining ribbons parallel to aligned biotiteflakes.
A color version of this figure is available online.
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ductile deformation and lower-temperature grain re-
finement affected the granite.

Geochronology

The Kanigiri granite was earlier dated by the whole-
rock Rb-Sr method, which yielded an age of 11255
24 Ma (Gupta et al. 1984). As is often the case with
rocks that have undergone multiple deformation
and metamorphism, the Rb-Sr method can be un-
reliable in preserving an original igneous age. Dat-
ing by the more robust zircon U-Pb method on a
freshly collected sample of the A-type Kanigiri gran-
ite was carried out to better constrain the emplace-
ment age.

Sample. Rock sample EBZ965was collected from
a locality about 2 km north of the town of Kanigiri
(15.430997N, 79.500477E), from a lower hill slope
pavement. The weakly foliated granite is medium

grained and composed of white to pale pink feldspar,
quartz, and biotite, with fluorite in pegmatite por-
tion and rounded MMEs in the nearby exposure.

Analytical Method. Zircon separation and U-Pb
ion microprobe isotopic analysis using a SHRIMP II
instrument was conducted at the Research School
of Earth Sciences, Australian National University,
Canberra. Zircon separation was done by standard
processingtechniques,includingrockcrushing,heavy-
mineral separation using heavy liquid, magnetic sep-
aration using an isodynamic separator, and hand-
picking under a binocularmicroscope. Care was taken
to ensure that the grains selected for analysis were
representative of the zircon population. Analytical
procedures followed those outlined byWilliams (1998),
with data reduction and presentation performed using
SQUIDversion 1.10 and ISOPLOTversion 3.0 (Excel
macros; Ludwig 2001, 2003). Samples were mounted
in epoxy with the zircon standard Temora III be-
fore being polished and characterized by various types

Figure 7. Cathodoluminescence images of representative zircon grains, Kanigiri granite sample EBZ965. The SHRIMP
spot sites are marked by white ellipses.
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of imaging (visual, electron). Uncertainties given
for individual U-Pb analyses (ratios and ages) are at
the 1j level; however, uncertainties in the calcu-
lated weighted mean ages are reported as 95% con-
fidence limits and include the uncertainties in the
standard calibrations where appropriate (e.g., for the
calculation of the concordia age). Corrections for com-
mon Pb were made using the measured 204Pb and
the relevant common Pb compositions from the Sta-
cey and Kramers (1975) model.

Description of the Zircons. The zircon crystals
range in color from light brown to an opaque dark
brown, are generally euhedral and elongate (up to
480 mm in length), and have well-developed pyra-
midal terminations. Cathodoluminescence (CL) im-
aging shows weak concentric zoning and somewhat
uncomplicated internal structures, often obscured
by dark areas and rims with relatively high U con-
centrations.Rare lowUareas (brightCL)weremainly
targeted for in situ dating, but some high-U tips and
other zones were also analyzed to ensure that all zir-
con types were included (fig. 7).

Results. Despite the high U contents in some
grains (up to 3827 ppm; spot 6.1), 16 of the 18 an-
alyzed spots (table S1; tables S1, S2 are available
online) cluster on concordia, to give a concordia age
of 1284 5 4 Ma with a MSWD of 1.1 or a weighted
mean 207Pb/206 Pb date of 1286 5 4 Ma (fig. 8) for all
18 analyses. This result shows that this is a single
coeval population of zircons, with no obvious Pb loss
related to the high U content of some zircons, and no
inheritance was detected.

Geochemistry

The Kanigiri granite was previously classified as an
A-type granite (Dharma Rao and Reddy 2007; Sesha
Sai 2013). We present here results of new geo-
chemical analyses of the Kanigiri samples and dis-
cuss the results in the context of the previous geo-
chemical studies and regional tectonic framework.
Eleven fresh quarry samples, representing massive
and foliated varieties of the Kanigiri granite, were
analyzed (for sample locations, see fig. 2). Both ma-
jor and trace element abundances were estimated
from powdered rock chips at Activation Laborato-
ries (Ontario, Canada). Fused samples were diluted
and analyzed by PerkinElmer Sciex ELAN 6000,
6100, or 9000 inductively coupled plasma mass spec-
trometry (package 4Litho; details at http://www.actlabs
.com). FeO was estimated separately by conventional
titration (package 4F-FeO). Detection limits are on
the order of 0.01% for major oxides, except for Mn
and Ti, where they are on the order of 0.001%. For
rare earth elements (REEs), the detection limit is
0.04–0.1 ppm; for other trace elements, it varies be-
tween 0.5 and 5 ppm, except for Cr (20 ppm), Ni
(20 ppm), and Zn (30 ppm). Sample EBZ965 was ana-
lyzed separately at the Council of Geosciences Labo-
ratory, South Africa, using X-ray fluorescence spec-
trometry. The analytical results are shown in table S2.

Major Oxides. With SiO2 content varying be-
tween 68 and 76 wt%, the Kanigiri granite samples
fall in the transalkaline to calc-alkaline fields on
the TAS diagram (fig. 9A). Alkali contents (Na2O 1
K2O) vary from 6.5 to 10.5 wt% (fig. 9A) with rela-
tively highK2O (4.1–5.8wt%), comparable to high-K
to shoshonitic suites (Peccerillo and Taylor 1976).
In the classification scheme of Frost et al. (2001), using
the FeO/(FeO1MgO) versus SiO2 diagram the Kani-
giri granite samples plot in the ferroan field (fig. 9B),
whereas using the A/NK versus A/CNK diagram
(Maniar and Piccoli 1989) the samples range from
borderline metaluminous to peraluminous (fig. 9C).
It is important to note that the Kanigiri granite sam-
ples have a low H2O content (relatively anhydrous),
as apparent from the low loss on ignition (LOI) val-
ues (0.5–1.2 wt%).

Trace Element Geochemistry. Analyzed samples
from the Kanigiri pluton contain relatively low con-
centrations of low field strength elements (LFSEs) ex-
cept for Rb (56–616 ppm), whereas the high field
strength element (HFSE) concentrations are rela-
tively high (table S2). However, samples from the
eastern part (e.g., KN29) have relatively higher con-
centrations of LFSEs and lower concentrations of
HFSEs than other analyzed samples.

Figure 8. Concordia age diagram of single-grain zircon
U-Pb SHRIMP analyses on the Kanigiri granite. Uncer-
tainties in the calculated concordia and weighted mean
ages are reported as 95% confidence limits. A color ver-
sion of this figure is available online.
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The normalized ratios of LaN/YbN vary from 1.4
to 19, and the CeN/YbN ratio varies from 1.2 to 15.7,
indicating a high degree of fractionation. The nor-
malized ratio for the lighter elements—that is, LaN/
SmN—varies from 1.5 to 6.4, whereas the ratio of
TbN/YbN for heavier elements ranges from 0.14 to
1.5, indicating relatively lesser degrees of fraction-
ation of heavy REEs compared with light REEs
(LREEs; fig. 10A). The primitivemantle–normalized
multielement spider diagram shows Cs and Rb en-
richment. The strong negative Eu anomaly, as well
as negative Ba, Sr, P, and Ti anomalies, may be re-
lated to feldspar, apatite, and ilmenite/magnetite
fractionation (Eby 1992) in the granite (fig. 10B). The
Kanigiri samples are also enriched in HFSEs, and
on a 10,000Ga/Al versus Zr (or Nb) plot (not shown)
the samples fall in the A-type granite field (Whalen
et al. 1987). Considering the relative abundance of
Nb, Y, and Ce (or Nb-Y-3�Ga) as proposed by Eby
(1992) for geochemical discrimination, most of the
Kanigiri samples can be classified as belonging to the
A1 subtype (fig. A2).

Discussion and Conclusions

Gradation from Primary Magmatic Fabric to Tectonic
Fabric. Primary magmatic fabrics are developed
within granite bodies in response to magmatic flow
due to buoyancy forces or thermal or composition-
ally driven convections. The shape of the intrusions
and the regional strain conditions are also respon-
sible for the formation of the magmatic fabrics. Mag-
matic foliations are defined by the alignment of ig-
neous, commonlyeuhedral to subhedralmineralswith
platy, tabular, or acicular shapes and developed dur-
ing a late stage of crystallization of a magma batch
with amelt proportion of !25% (Paterson et al. 1998).
The estimated temperature of magmatic crystalli-
zation of the Kanigiri granite from Zr saturation geo-
thermometry (Watson and Harrison 1983) is on the
order of 7507–9007C (fig. A1). The tectonic fabrics
are developed due to the solid-state deformation of the
granite during further cooling, by enhancing the orig-
inal fabric and/or overprinting by a newly acquired
secondary fabric (Vernon 2000).

In the Kanigiri granite body, magmatic foliations
show a subparallel alignment with the tectonic foli-
ation in the marginal part. At the western part, both
types of foliation dip steeply northwest, whereas at
the northeastern side foliationsdip steeply southeast.
In the central part of the pluton, magmatic foliations
are sparsely developed and show little preferred ori-
entation, whereas at the margin of the granite body
the relict magmatic foliation follows the overall

Figure 9. Geochemical variation diagrams. A, Total al-
kali versus silica diagram. B, Fe� (pFeOt/(FeOt 1 MgO))
versus SiO2 (wt%). Analyses from Dharma Rao and Reddy
(2007) plot inside the area indicated by the dashed outline
in A and C. C, Classification based on molar ratios of
A/CNKpAl2O3/(CaO1Na2O1K2O)andA/NKpAl2O3/
(Na2O 1 K2O), after Maniar and Piccoli (1989). A color ver-
sion of this figure is available online.
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northeast-southwest trend of the granite body. While
the increased flattening may be due to pulsed em-
placement of magma batches (cf. ballooning plutons
or nested diapirs; e.g., Paterson et al. 1989; Ramsay

1989; Paterson andVernon 1995; Schoene et al. 2012),
one cannot rule out the influence of late tectonic re-
gional stress during the late stage of accretion of the
KOMor imprints of younger orogenic event(s) along

Figure 10. Normalized trace element abundances, Kanigiri granite. A, Chrondrite normalized rare earth element
abundances; normalization factors after Boynton (1984). B, Primitive mantle–normalized spider diagrams; normali-
zation factors after Sun and McDonough (1989). Data fields from Dharma Rao and Reddy (2007) are shown shaded in
both of the plots. A color version of this figure is available online.
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the margin of the Dharwar craton, as evidenced by
major tectonothermal events recorded from the East-
ern Ghats belt (Shaw et al. 1997; Sarkar and Paul 1998;
Mezger and Cosca 1999; Rickers et al. 2001; Dob-
meier and Raith 2003; Simmat and Raith 2008).
Of particular relevance here is the ca. 980–930 Ma
ultrahigh temperature metamorphism and orogenesis
in the central part of the Eastern Ghats province
(Korhonen et al. 2011).

Subsolidus Deformation of the Kanigiri Granite: Tran-
sition from Magmatic Temperature to Upper Crustal
Temperature. Microstructures and fabrics evolve as
the granite plutons pass through stages of initial
magma pooling, subsequent increase in volume,
intrusion, cooling, and finally exhumation to their
present erosion level. While the magmatic fabric
may remain as palimpsest, subsolidus deformation
overprinting, whether triggered by contemporane-
ous regional strain or the result of emplacement-
related strain, influences the bulk of the observed
microstructures as the pluton cools through the duc-
tile to brittle regime in the middle to upper crust.
Three distinct quartz recrystallization processes, ac-
tive at different temperature regimes, have been rec-
ognized (cf. Hirth and Tullis 1992; Stipp et al. 2002;
Passchier and Trouw 2006; Saha and Chakraborty
2007; Zibra et al. 2012).

As described earlier, the Kanigiri granite is mylo-
nitized to varying degrees in the shear zones at the
margin or traversing the interior of the granite body
(fig. 2). Thin sections of granite mylonite samples
show partly to fully recrystallized quartz ribbons
wrapping around partly recrystallized feldspar por-
phyroclasts. The quartz microstructures indicate
crystal plastic deformation during cooling of the
granite. The chessboard pattern subgrain bound-
aries in quartz (Kruhl 1996) represent moderate- to
high-temperature (15507C) deformation preserved
in the massive to weakly foliated granite locally
retaining magmatic foliation. However, the high-
temperature grain boundary migration recrystalli-
zation in quartz is far more common in the shear
zones with strong mylonitic foliation. Bulging re-
crystallization and prism-parallel subgrain bound-
aries indicate low-temperature deformation over-
printing.

The moderate- to high-temperature deformation
microstructures (5007–6507C) represent amphibolite
facies conditions, whereas the low-temperature de-
formation microstructures (3007–6007C) represent
low to middle greenschist facies conditions. Thus, a
part of the deformation andmicrostructural develop-
ment occurred under retrograde conditions, suggest-
ing late- to posttectonic emplacement and/or defor-
mation during a later tectonic cycle.

Tectonic Setting and Origin of the Kanigiri Granite.
The bulk geochemistry of the Kanigiri samples in-
dicates that these share the essential features of
A-type granite in being alkali-calcic to calc-alkaline
and having high Fe/Mg ratios, high K2O/Na2O ra-
tios, and lowH2O (as inferred from low LOI; Loiselle
andWones 1979; Creaser et al. 1991; Eby 1992; Frost
et al. 2001; Dharma Rao and Reddy 2007; Sesha Sai
2013). The major element geochemistry of the Ka-
nigiri granite is quite distinct from that of the felsic
alkaline plutons of the PAkP, for example, the El-
churu syenite, which has total alkali content vary-
ing between 6% and 15% and SiO2 ranging between
53% and 60% (Nag et al. 1984). The Kanigiri sam-
ples are relatively enriched in lithophile elements
like Rb and Cs, REEs, and HFSEs like Zr and Nb.
However, the presence of both primary biotite and
muscovite, as well as ilmenite as the main opaque
mineral in the granite, indicate that it also has some
characters of S-type granite (Clarke 1981). The bio-
tites are mainly annite, suggesting close similarity
with themineral chemistry of A-type granite (Abdel-
Rahman 1994). Sesha Sai (2013) also suggested a sed-
imentary source for the Kanigiri granite on the basis
of mineral composition and the low Na2O/K2O ra-
tios. The interpretation regarding tectonic setting–
based geochemical discrimination tools is not un-
ambiguous in the case of the Kanigiri granite (see
also Sesha Sai 2013). In the R1-R2 plot (De La Roche
et al. 1980), the samples fall close to the borderline
between syncollisional and postorogenic or anoro-
genic settings (fig. 11A). On the other hand, on a ter-
nary plot based on Rb/30-Hf-3�Ta abundance (Harris
et al. 1986) the granite appears to have been em-
placed in a late- and postcollisional to within-plate
setting (fig. 11B).

The trace element abundances and the negative
anomalies of Ba, Sr, P, Ti, and Yb in the primitive
mantle–normalized spider diagram (fig. 10B) are sim-
ilar to those of the cordilleran-type Cretaceous
Ankoret granite from Southeast Asia, which was
emplaced in a postcollisional setting within a colli-
sional belt (Shellnutt et al. 2013). The Kanigiri gran-
ite intruded the KOM, the latter representing an
accretionary orogen. Dharma Rao et al. (2011) sug-
gested that the late phases of tectonic convergence
in the KOM and vicinity possibly continued until
1000Ma. The 1285 Ma zircon U-Pb age of the Kani-
giri granite as obtained in the present study is con-
sistent with a late- to postorogenic setting interpreted
on the basis of geochemical discrimination (fig. 11B;
Harris et al. 1986).

While the mineral composition of the Kanigiri
granite (two-mica granite) favors involvement of a
metasedimentary source, as in S-type granite (Sesha
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Sai 2013), high FeOT, strong LREE fractionation,
and negative Eu anomaly are the hallmark of A-type
granite.Eby (1992) distinguished twosubtypeswithin
A-type granites and, based on results from known

A-type granites from different areas, concluded that
the A1 subtype has an origin linked to granite asso-
ciatedwith ocean island basalt. The Kanigiri samples
also have anA1 subtype character (fig. A2), which sug-

Figure 11. Geochemical discrimination of the tectonic setting of the Kanigiri granite. A, R1-R2 diagram, after De La
Roche et al. (1980). Kanigiri granite samples straddle across anorogenic, late-orogenic, and syncollisional fields. R1 p
4Si – 11(Na1K) – 2(Fe1Ti); R2 p (6Ca1 2Mg)1Al. B, Hf-Rb/30-Ta�3 discrimination diagram after Harris et al. (1986).
Data fields from Dharma Rao and Reddy (2007) are shown by the dashed outline.
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gests that fractional crystallization of basaltic magma
probably yielded a felsic derivative and later the in-
trusive granite. The relatively small size of the Kani-
giri granite body was probably controlled by a small
volume of the derived felsic magma, as proposed for
late- or postorogenic granites (Rogers andGreenberg
1990). Thebulkchemistryof theKanigirigranitewith
low LOI is indicative of relatively anhydrous source
magma.

Implications of the New SHRIMP Age from Kanigiri
Granite. The new zircon SHRIMP date from Ka-
nigiri sample EBZ965 yielded a concordant age of
1284 5 3.9 Ma, indicating the age of intrusion and
subsolidus crystallization. As the Kanigiri granite
shows an intrusive relationshipwith theKOMrocks
dated at 1334 Ma (Dharma Rao et al. 2011), the tec-
tonic accretion of the KOM onto the eastern Dhar-
war cratonmarginwas followed by a tectonic hiatus
of about 50 m.yr. before intrusion of the Kanigiri
granite. The overprinting of high-temperature crys-
tal plastic microstructures in the granite by relatively
low-temperature recrystallization features leads us to
suggest that following its initial emplacement, the
Kanigiri granite underwent deformation and retro-
grade metamorphism during a younger tectonic epi-
sode affecting the multiply deformed NSB. The A-type

igneous plutons of Kanigiri and neighboring areas,
therefore, appear to have been emplaced during a
late- to postorogenic phase (cf. Rogers and Greenberg
1990). The hiatus of 50 m.yr. between cessation of
an orogeny and subsequent generation of A-type
granites compares well with the known data from
various areas across the world (e.g., Frost et al. 2001;
Oyhantçabal et al. 2007; Bickford et al. 2015; Roberts
et al. 2015). However, the SiO2-rich alkali-calcic to
calc-alkalic Kanigiri granite with high FeOT is com-
positionally distinct from the other PAkP plutons,
for example, the Elchuru syenite, earlier interpreted
as representing rift-related alkaline magmatism. The
present work upholds the notion that A-type granites
form in varied tectonic settings and are not neces-
sarily restricted to a rift setting.
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